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The rural tranquillity of broad green
fields in southern Louisa County was
briefly interrupted by the throb of a car
driving along Route 15 to pick up 1-64
on to Richmond. Looking out at the
brick and frame houses that dot the
Virginia landscape, the family inside was
unawa re of the storm of co ntroversy
surrounding the proposal to locate a
prison site in the heart of th is verdant
and peaceful neighborhood.
At that very moment, early morning
traffic eased along Richmond's East
Main Street, each driver intent on
squeezing into his parking space. The
haze and pollution partially obscured
the bright blue barricade and pedestrian
walkway that, in turn, partially shielded
the silhouette of brick and iron
commercial row buildings now gutted
and awaiting demolition to make way
for a new bank ing high rise.
Miles and centuries away, the red
b ric k wall s of a co Ion iaI h 0 use
welcomed the warmth of the morning
sun. Moved intact from its original site,
the house known as Mayfield had been
saved from demoIition at the last
moment by a coalition of determined
government and private organ izations.
Prior to 1966 the struggle to save
historic places in Virginia was carried on
by private grou ps, such as the
Association for the Preservation of
Virginia Antiquities (APVA), private
citizens interested in a particular historic
place in their communities, or by
numerous historical societies that dot
the State. In 1966 the General Assembly
authorized the establishment of the

Virginia Historic Landmarks Commission
to protect "those structures and areas
wh ich have a close and immediate
relationship to the values upon which this
state and the nation were founded . . . ."
Since the
appointment of
Commission members and the formation
of a work i ng staff in 1966-67, th e
Landmarks Commission has worked with
sco res of interested groups and
individuals to survey and protect sites
and st r u c t u res. The Com miss ion
compiles information from each county
and city and serves as an educational
clearing house to help public and private
g r 0 ups m a i n t a i n o r r eh ab iii tate
significant examples of Virginia's
architectural heritage.
I n order to carry out its principal
objective, "to recognize and protect all
structures and sites within the
Commonwealth that are of significance,"
the
Commission
is registering
outstanding landmarks having peculiar
value to the Commonwealth and the
nation. Since November 1968 more than
300 structures, historic sites, and
districts have been entered on the
Virginia Landmarks Register. Of these,
272 have been placed on the National
Register of Historic Places. As we shall
see, National Register properties are
offered a measu re of protection by
Federal statute.
Yet aII to often preservation ists have
met with failure as they attempted to
protect significant landmarks against
pressing
economic
necessity,
de m 0 grap h i c grow t h , con f Ii c t ing
aesthetic values, and that all too
frequent corrosive, neglect. The purpose
here is to explore some of the problems
encountered by preservationists in

V irginia over the past few years.
Although there have been significant
successes, attention will also be given to
some of the most important failures as
well.
THE ENVIRONMENT

An underlying theme of this article is
that historic preservation has become a
part of the environmental protection
issue in this country because of
increased efforts to salvage the softer,
more pleasing, old portions of our cities
and countryside from encroachment or
demolition. I n the past "preservation"
has generally been a catchword applied
to specific architectural gems
individual buildings which attract the
interest of concerned citizens or
organizations. Today we realize that it is
important to preserve the integrity of a
specific structure and some semblance of
its original neighborhood as a visual
relief from often harsh contemporary
forms.
As a natural outgrowth of this desire
to balance "old and new" in the modern
world, preservationists are working to
recognize not just important individual
structures and their environs but entire
districts. The Landmarks Commission is
presently identifying architecturally and
historically significant areas of Virginia
and placing them on the Virginia
Register and the National Register.
These areas denote official recognition
by the Commission of the value of
particular neighborhoods without the
legal restrictions imposed by a local
government through IIH istoric District"
zoning. And it is not just those areas
identified with major historic events that
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are considered important by the
Comm ission. Indeed, groupings of
bu ild ings wh ich visually describe how
past generations of Virginians lived and
worked can be of equal if not greater
relevance to our times. The Church Hill
neighborhood, established as an Historic
District by the City of Richmond in
1957, is exemplary of such an area,
consisting of an architecturally united
assemblage of middle class merchants'
residences that may be effectively
contrasted with suburban streets today.
Ear I y i n 1969, the Landmarks
Commission accepted its first open space
easement. According to the Virginia
Open Space Land Act of 1966, private
owners may grant easements to th e
Commission. Although the owner retains
control over his property {subject to
certain restrictions), future owners are
bound to preserve the historic and
scenic values of the property. Since
obtaining the first easement of 123 acres
around IIOld Mansion" at Bowling
Green, 0 ne of the best-preserved
seventeenth century houses in the State,
the Commi'ssion has worked closely with
interested
I and ow n ers a nd local
governing bodies.
SUCCESSES, FAILURES, AND
PARTIAL GAINS

A more specific listing w'ill illustrate
the kinds of issues which have arisen in
the preservation effort throughout the
Commonwealth over the past two years.
The Lenowisco Planning District
Commission, composed of Lee, Wise,
and Scott counties, and the City of
Norton, and one of twenty-two such
regions in the State, has indicated
con sid er able interest in developing
histodc sites to increase tourism in
Southwest Virginia. An initial proposal
includes the construction of a public
wayside park surrounding the historic
Kilgore Fort House in Scott County in
conjunction with the planning
commission of that county and Project
Townlift of the Tennessee Valley
Authority.
The Richmond Regional Planning
District Commission has published two
ed itions of its Historic Sites and
Structures in the Richmond Region, one
in 1968 and the second in 1970. It is
significant that, in the 1968 edition, the
James River and Kanawha Canal that
run through Richmond were featured on
a great,
the cover and described as
though neglected, historic treasure of
national significance." This past year,
however, the same Commission
approved, over the objections of its own
lI

enxirronm-ental 'impact panel, the City¥s
pro]]D'sal t:lat the 'eastern ei'-9ht blocks of
the carra I be framed ,in 'Concrete and
used by the city as a sewage overflow
retention basin to ,f)revent diluted
sewage from being poured into the
James River during per.iods of heavy
ra infa II. Preserva1 in n grou ps interested ii n
restoring the canal, assisted by Church
Hill residents who vigorously opposed
the city's proposal gained a temporary
del ay late in January 1972. The
Richmond City Council voted to request
the State Water Control Board for a
twelve-month stay to study possible
alternatives. Unless feasible alternatives
are found, environmentalists will be
faced with a difficult choice between
further pollution of the James or serious
afterations in the canal that wou Id
hi n der, if not block forever, the
development of the canal system as a
cultural asset to the community.
Several cities and counties appear to
be moving in the direction of historic
planning. Loudoun County has prepared
and is awaiting approval of historic
district
zoning.
Richmond,
Fredericksburg, and Lexington have
established historic districts. Warrenton
and Danville are considering similar
ordinances. Yet urban renewal, that
restive creature of our inner cities,
continues its earlier momentum
unabated, eradicating whole blocks of
significant and pleasing structures, even
within the boundaries of established
historic districts such as Alexandria.
I n private preservation activities, one
of the brightest moments came with the
announcement of the acquisition of the
Wishart House in Virginia Beach by the
Association for the Preservation of
Virginia Anti uities. Qne of the oldest
brick structures in America, its rescue
from further deterioration indicates that
the APVA, an organization dating from
1889, is enjoying very good health and,
indeed, is in its prime.
most promising aspect of
A
preservation in Virginia is the growing
cooperation between public and private
organizations. In the spring of 1969,
preservationists discovered that Mayfield,
a mid-eighteenth century house on the
property of Central State Hospital in
Dinwiddie County near Petersburg, was
to be demolished along with the
four-story hospital buildings that had
surrounded it since the late nineteenth
century. This important colonial
residence, wh ich was practically
unknown to county residents, became
the object of what is most familiar to
champions of preservation causes - the
last minute battle. In this case, the

,Department of Mental Hygiene and
Hospjta,I'S" Central State Hospital, the
demo:lition contractor, another
contractor specializing in house moving,
Historic Petersburg Foundation, Inc., the
Landmarks Commission, and many
prominent Richmond and Petersburg
citizens acted in harmony. By April
1969, Mayfield had been moved to a
new site at the edge of the hospital
grounds. Four acres of land for Mayfield
were transferred to Historic Petersburg
Foundation, I nco by the State, and the
Landmarks Commission is presently
working with that Foundation to restore
the exterior of this important structure.
THE PRIVATE SECTOR

Public agencies~nd utllities are taking
positive steps in the preservation
program. The Virginia Electric and
Power Company has indicated an
increased willingness to call on the
Landmarks Commission to assess the
environmental impact of and to make
recommendations concerning proposed
power projects. The Virginia Department
of Highways has been generous in its
concern for the historic environment by
working with the Commission in the
initial phases of road construction to
insure that such work has as little
adverse effect on historic sites and
structures as is economically feasible.
Some large corporations appear to be
recognizing the value of preserving
significant aspects of our past. The most
notable example is the restoration of
't h r ee b 10 c k s 0 f
the Tid ewater
Connection of the James River and
Kanawha Canal in central Richmond.
Executives at Reynolds Metals Company
have developed plans to utilize the canal
after restoration as both a recreational
facility and as a linear reflecting pool
for their new addition to the North
Plant Complex. This act of good will has
benefited not only the city by retaining
an important part of its commercial and
transportational history, but also has
earned for the Reynolds Metals
Company the mark of a corporate giant
who is also a good neighbor.
A sad but significant contrast is the
demolition in March and April 1971 of
more than a block of important late
n i n eteenth century commercial
structures on Richmond's East Main
Street to make way for a bank building.
Although the bank furnished financial
support to prepare a permanent record
of the buildings through photographs
and measured drawings and also
demolished the structures so as to
preserve the bulk of several facades, the
loss of these attractive and structurally
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sound edifices to an increasingly glossy
financial
district was extremely
unfortunate.
GREEN SPRINGS: The Debate Begins

During the past two years, the Green
Springs area of Lou isa Cou nty has been
the focus of the most controversia I
preservation problem in Virginia. It
illustrates how conflicting goals, values,
and views of the public welfare become
entangled with historic preservation. It is
a prime example of how a local issue
can generate national interest In a time
of increased awareness of environmental
problems and of the growing tendency
toward the preservation not on Iy of
specific structures, but also of large rural
and urban spaces. And finally Green
Springs illustrates how battle lines are
often drawn in communities between
opposi ng grou ps of citi zens. It is a very
current problem that at this writing
remains far from resolution, but one
important result is a landmark legal
·decision with broad ramifications.
In the summer of 1970, the rural
serenity of the Green Springs was
shattered. The Virginia Department of
We I fare and
I nstitutions announced
plans to build a correctional reception
and medical center on the rear 25 to 30
acres of a 200-acre tract of land
purchased for that purpose in the heart
of the Green Springs area in southern
Louisa County. This district was named
for the mineral springs located there and
constitutes a contiguous community of
gracious eighteenth and nineteenth
century farm houses located around a
rich soil basin about six by eight miles
square. The announcement caught the
residents of the immediate vicinity by
surprise. As often happens, they felt
they faced overwhelming odds and
lacked necessary funds to carry out an
extensive court battle.
An additional obstacle faced the
landowners in Green Springs. As the
controversy developed, it became
apparent that they would receive no
support from the local governmental
bodies who hoped that the econom ic
benefits from the center wou Id outweigh
any alleged environmental or historical
damage.
Since the Landrnarks Comm ission had
not been consu Ited by the other State
agencies involved, it was also caught by
surprise. Commission staff members
moved at the request of local residents
and in a strong recommendation urged a
halt to the project, saying:
To i njec t an incompatible
object such as a prison and

hospital (regardless of the
humanitarian mo tives behind it)
into
this carefully balanced,
limited area cannot help but have
a negative effect on both the
appearance and life of the area.
When the controversy began there was
one site in the district listed on the
National Register of Historic Places,
Boswell's Tavern, some four miles from
the proposed site. There are now three
sites on the Register in Green Springs.
The area holds numerous structures
deemed
of significance by the
Landmarks Comm ission and the Historic
American
Buildings Survey
in
Wash ington.
For the last twenty months the
Green Springs battle has raged. Brought
into play have been Statewide and
national television and press reports
along with a great deal of scholarly
interest as architectural historians,
planners, and architects contend that
there is probably no other compact site
in the Commonwealth which holds such
an
assemblage of eighteenth and
nineteenth century structures. R. Angus
Murdock, former resident of the area
and director of the Association for the
P reservation of Virginia Antiqu ities,
argued:
The Green Springs is unique.
There are no comparable areas in
Piedmont Virginia where the
architectural historian can trace
the evolution of the Virginia house
from 1740 to 1860.
Yet the Department of Welfare and
I nstitutions countered:
Virginia abounds with historic
structures and sites; it would be
difficult to find property for an
institution which would not be
near an area rich in history.
The dispute has broadened in scope
since its inception. The State's land
purchase and allocation policies have
been questioned. The matter of whether
or not the county would gain economic
benefits from the penal facility has been
debated.
For its part, the State maintains that
it has made a carefu I effort to assu re the
facility's aesthetic quality and that the
facil ity "has been acclaimed for its
innovative features and functional
beau ty."
Nonetheless, these plans,
approved by the State Art Commission,
have been controversial, mainly because
that Commission was requested to
consider the building's design and the
location of the facility only on the site
presented
not its effect on the
neighborhood. Opponents also question

the impact of the center's sewage system
on the local ecological balance. As often
happens in such matters, the question
has become one of conflicting value
judgments.
One of the facts that finds general
agreement is that the center is sorely
needed in the State.
I n addition,
preservationists have assured the Louisa
Cou nty Board of Supervisors that they
do not object to the center's location
being in the county but only regret the
choice of this particular site.
As the debate continued in the courts
and in the press, construction plans were
halted and building costs continued to
climb. The court fight, in which a host
of national conservation groups aligned
themselves with the Green Springs
residents, revolved around a crucial
question fraught with environmenta\
ramifications on a national scale. Had
the State proposed to demolish one or
more of the Green Springs structures,
the case of the residents wou Id have
been much stronger. As it was, their
case rested on the very tenuous notion
that the introduction of an alien
element, the penal facility, while not
physically
damaging to a single
farmhouse, would, as one noted New
York architectural historian wrote:
. . . shatter the rural harmony,
destroy the environment and
blight the region. The unity and
delicate balance of rural life, land
and architecture would end, and
the special character of the Green
Springs would be irretrievably lost
forever.
One fear expressed by opponents of the
project was that it might precipitate the
development of a "commercial strip,"
incompatible with the district's rural
state. The Commonwealth answered this
charge, noting that such a drastic
environmental shift had not occurred in
th e State's penal
facilities
in
Chesterfield, Goochland, Powhatan, and
Southampton counties.
GREEN SPRINGS: The Court Acts

When the case finally reached the
Fourth U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals,
the crux of the issue revolved around
Section 106 of the National Historic
Preservation Act of 1966. The statute
requires that heads of Federal agencies
"having direct or indirect jurisdiction"
over a Federally assisted "undertaking"
being carried out by a state must:
take into account the effect of the
undertaking on any district, site,
building, structure or object that is
included in the National Register.
Since funds
in
the
amount of
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approximately $775 thousand from the
Federal Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration (LEAA)
have been
earmarked for the Louisa "undertaking"
($3.7 million was appropriated by the
1970 General Assembly for the first
phase of the project), the Green Springs
residents bringing suit in Federal court
argued that the environmental impact of
the center must be scrutinized before
Federal funds could be used. Attorneys
for the Commonwealth countered that
provisions of the Safe Streets Act of
1968 prevented Federal agencies from
exerting any control over how a state
spends L EAA appropriations.
On this point the court ruled in favor
of the plaintiffs. Its November 1971
decision makes it clear that before
Federa\ tun s -may be a rocatea-;-fne
Pr S-iden1"'s Council on Environmental
~ - -Quality and the President's Advisory
Council on Historic Preservation must
consider the prison's impact on the
Green Springs area. The court refused to
offer an opinion on whether or not the
center wou Id impair the environment
around the National Register properties
in Green Springs.
But the decision was greeted by
environmentalists as significant, making
"the point we were most anxious to
establish," and as a landmark decision,
"putting teeth into Section 106." As
Governor Linwood Holton noted in his
year-end news conference on December
15, 1971, the State wou Id have to "take
a new view" of its plans to build the
facility. He noted that if the advisory
groups ruled against the State, the
Commonwealth might have to proceed
without Federal funds. This would
require special action by the General
Assembly. He was quick to point out,
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GREEN SPRINGS: Not Yet Settled

established historical societies and
associations dedicated to preservation.
These groups, together with sympathetic
governmental agencies, reflect the
changing tenor of the times. The most
encouraging development of the last few
years is that more men and women are
willing to offer aid and counsel when
they believe crucial environmental issues
are at stake.

The matter is not settled. Yet as a
case in point the controversy is
significant. It indicates that national
PRESERVATION AND PROPERTY RIGHTS
resources are available for local
The preservation of significant
preservationists that were unheard of a
decade ago. The plaintiffs were aided by
landmarks and neighborhoods has had a
long and checkered career in Virginia. In
a network of organizations including the
National Trust for Historic Preservation,
the past it has been difficult to convince
the Natural Resources Defense Council,
political leaders that their constituency's
and other associations, particularly
immediate economic demands should be
within the State. When residents of the
balanced with the much broader and
area- expressed Interest In gran-t-~In-g--admittedly undefined future generations'
easements and forming a land trust, the
"right" to enjoy an unspoiled vista or
Nature Conservancy adopted the region
hi sto ric
n e i ghborhood. But recent
as an official project. The plaintiffs were
recognition of the problems of air
aided by generally supportive newspaper
water, and noise pollution has now been
editorials, particularly those by the
joined by a concern for visual pollution
Richmond Times-Dispatch. Scores of
and has led to significant legislation by
interested individuals throughout the
the states and the Federal government.
State signed petitions, wrote letters, and
The value of such legislation will have
offered advice and money.
a hollow ring without grass roots
But the key to their partial success
su pport from
citizens of the
rested with the Green Springs
Commonwealth. It does appear that
Association, an organization in the
more persons are coming to realize the
district whose nucleus includes
difficulty of placing a price tag on a
pleasing example of the architect's craft.
landowners who felt threatened. They
carried out their battle in the face of
A growing movement does seen to be
substantial official and unofficial
toward the day when a majority of
opposition in the county. They
private and
public interests will
displayed an imaginative talent for
consciously work in tandem to preserve
pleasant aspects of our past or to save
raising funds for the legal fight through
house tours, concerts, barbecues, and
structures that would be unfeasible to
other methods. In the final analysis, the
reproduce today. It is our duty to assure
that future generations can feel the same
key to success in the field of historic
preservation will rest with ad hoc groups
presence of history that we now enioy
Ii k e _th_i_s --Ln_ lea ue with alread_'L but the victory is far from he-iR 9-Won.
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however, that "we have to consider the
time, the money and we must maintain
good faith with the citizens of Lou isa
who have supported the location of the
medical and diagnostic center in Louisa
County from the beginning."
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